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Texbase Guardian is an advanced compliance solution for brands, 
retailers and consumer product companies for management of the 
dynamic and rapidly expanding state, country, corporate and social 
compliance requirements.

Texbase Guardian is a single platform comprised of multiple solutions 
addressing product regulatory, safety and corporate social responsibility 
requirements.  Regardless of the size or complexity of requirements, 
brands, retailers and consumer product companies can subscribe to 
Texbase Guardian to assure transparency and traceability across their 
global supply chain.  

Designed for ultimate flexibility, the system can be utilized for a single  
requirement, such as restricted substance list management or a sole 

source for all compliance requirements. Intelligent and template based, the 
system enables standardization, accessibility and visibility across a brand’s 
global user base.

Each solution provides unlimited connectivity across the Texbase  
real-time collaboration network to securely facilitate brand,  
vendor and lab communications, testing against specifications and 
certifications. The system auto-configures standards based upon a 
specification, certification management documents and includes 
electronic signature capability.  

Graphical Dashboards allow users to manage exceptions for optimal 
outcomes. 
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Texbase Guardian Featured Functionality

CPSIA Guardian 
A solution for managing product specifications, testing plans and results to 
satisfy CPSIA regulatory requirements. Specifications, policies and testing 
protocols can be customized and replicated to ensure consistency and 
management of lab costs. Requirements are securely shared by brands with 
vendors and testing labs using the Texbase real-time collaboration network 
making communications and confirmations simple, fast and easy. Certificate 
creation is a point-and-click process automatically generated from the system. 

RSL Guardian 
A managed service with current and continually-updated RSL libraries 
containing lists from industry associations, states and other sources. 
RSL Guardian allows clients to customize libraries, create specifications 
and consistently test and/or certify components or products against RSL 
requirements, wherever they choose, throughout their supply, production and 
distribution chains. Flexible pick-and-choose specifications or certifications are 
securely shared by brands with vendors and labs using the Texbase real-time 
collaboration network, making communication and confirmations simple, fast, 
and easy. 

Conflict Minerals Guardian
A solution for managing the range of requirements associated with Dodd-Frank 
section 1502.  Under the rules, public companies listed in the U.S. must disclose 
whether tantalum, tin, tungsten and gold mined in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo or an adjoining country are necessary to the functionality or product 
they manufacture or contract to manufacturer.

CSR Guardian
Allows brands and retailers to track and measure their Corporate Social 
Responsibility program comprehensively.  Texbase understands that social 
responsibility solutions must adapt to the unique structure of a company’s 
program and practices. CSR Guardian allows clients to use a proprietary index, 
environmental policy tools or industry developed indexes, like the HIGG Index, 
to measure performance of their CSR program. 

About Texbase
Texbase provides compliance, quality and materials management software 
solutions that power great product experiences. We innovate quality assurance 
data management, supplier collaboration and product compliance solutons for 
the apparel, footwear and consumer products industries. Texbase is a pioneer 
in web based business solutions and collaboration platforms that unite brands, 
retailers, suppliers and testing labs that trace compliance and quality from raw 
materials to finished product.

Apparel and footwear 
product compliance  
requirements are  
dynamic and rapidly  
expanding.
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